A model of the response of a diffusion flame (DF) to an adjacent heat loss or "'soot" layer on the fuel side is investigated.
The thermal influence of the "'soot" or heat-loss raver on the DF occurs through the enthalpy. sink it creates.
A sink distribution in mtxture-fraction space is employed to examine possible DF extinction. It is found that (i) the enthalpy sink (or •'soot" layer} must touch the DF for radiation-induced quenching to The mass fractions of fuel and oxidizer at these walls are Yr," and Yoo, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). Dynamically, we limit ourselves to the case of zero mean flow, so that the movement of species occurs strictly by diffusion.
In addition, we neglect the thermophoretic flow that is known to occur with particulates in regions of high thermal gradients, because we wish to examine the thermal and chemical influences of heat losses without factoring in dynamical complications that might make our efforts more difficult.
In summary., we have a one-dimensional stagnant-film DF with no mean flow (u = 0) and no thermophoretic flow (u r = 0).
We also impose the steady-state condition (a(.)/o_, , = 0). For the combustion chemistry' we assume that the reaction at the DF occurs through a single irreversible step, F + vO ----* (1 + v)P (on a mass basis), with high activation enerw.
The "'soot-formation mechanism," which we hypothesize occurs on the fuel side of the DF, is assumed not to consume fuel.
That is, only "trace" amounts of fuel are required to make "soot" particulates. Also, since the "soot distribution" will be specified, we do satisfies Zee = 0 with Z = 0 at -6 = 1 and Z = 1 at -6 = 0. This provides an important simplification of the governing equations.
The solution for Z is Z = 1 -_6, whereby
where 
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Hence, the solution for r, YF, and Yo is reduced to the solution of two coupled nonlinear equations, Eqs. 6.i and 6.ii. Equations 5 and 6
su££est derinin_ S = --H. ,,ivino ti)
.h is clear that some rather interesting behaviors may be expected, especially in the general case ',,,'hen the radiation term is a complicated function of Z, r, and perhaps other variables.
However. we shall examine only the simple case when C)R is a prescribed function of Z. We shall see that even for this case many comple.vities arise.
II.C. The Form of H(Z):
The 
as shown in Fig. 2a . The quantities Z R-and Z R-are the boundaries of the heat loss zone.
We note that Z R-> Z! and that there are no restrictions on Z R-other than ZR,< 1, i.e., Z R. does not have to be "close" to ZR-. From
Eq. 8 we see that dQR/dZ is a "well" function, and that -dQg/dZ is a "top-hat" profile. The solution for H(Z) (see Fig. 2b ) is 
i.e.. if Z_-> Z.-, it has no influence on the temperature onthe o:ddizer side and r = Z/Z,
In this case the oxidizer side is exactb," the same as for a "'nonsooting" flame. If. however, the leftmost edge of the soot laver and the flame zone slightly overlap, i.e.. Z._-< Z,, then Z R-= Z_ in Eq. 9 (we anticipate that due to "'oxidation" the difference between Z R-and Z; will be small),
Hence. N R is the ratio of the blackbody radiant heat flux at T = T R to the flame heat flux, 
III.C. The Chemical Reaction Zone
First we analyze the case ZR-= Zf. so that H(Z.) = I'l. We employ Eqs. 7.i. 9 with Z R-= Zr, 11. and 12. 
(1/T/n -1/Tf)], that is smaller than D. After some algebra we once again obtain the prob-Lem given by Eqs. 14, with a n given by Eq. 15.
in which D and /3 have been replaced by D n and /3R. We note that since D_ < D and /3R > /3 the present reduced Damk6hler number is always smaller than for the non-"sooting" flame.
III.D. Extinction Criteria
We deduce the criteria for the DF..with heat losses from the "soot" layer. There are at least two ways to do this. Both produce the same extinction zone on an NnAZ n vs. a (or Z/)
plot, but the second method allows more physical interpretation.
In the first method we observe from Eq. 16 that (i) -I <a n < +1 and (ii) 0_<lanl< 1.
Since a n = 2Z.; -l 4-( NR_ 7-1Zr(l, ,.
-Z,').
'.:c (::,o toi criterion (i) after a short al_ebi_aic caiculadon that 1/2 < Zf < 1 gwes 0 < N RAZ n < 1/Zf and 0 <Z f< 1 gives 0 < NnAZ n < 2/Z F. Thus, for the entire range of Zf, NRAZ R must be positive and smaller than 2/Zf. With criterion (ii) we are able to produce a lower limit for NnAZ n that exceeds zero when 0 < Z t-< 1/2. We find the same 1 -Zf) ), which is the same set of limits deduced before. In summary.,
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This produces the same lined region of Fig. 4 as previously, but with the added restriction
TfR. e < Tf, e. Here the DF with heat losses extinguishes at a lower flame temperature than the DF without heat losses. Case /iiJ: F.,.<a, > E'.a Here we have r.: > l. so that a,_ > I and :.a,_i < tai. These conditions restrict us to -t < ,z < 0 (0 < Z.. < t./2), where we find the lower limit .\"RxZ._ = 0 and the upper limit .\':exZ,e = 2(1 -2Z.)/[Z.(I -Z.)], which coincides with the lower limit in Eq. 23 for the case -t < a < 0. This extinction re_ion is shown in Fig. 4 as the cross-hatched zone. We therefore have demonstrated that this approach allows us to describe the region below N,_..XZe = 2/Z,..
Our results raise tv,'o questions.
(1 which is a rather narrow interval, possibly below the extinction limit and certainly so fuel poor that expectations of "<oot" production may be in ,,uin. i t.,,.,ya,,.,.,.,, o,: (t-consistent way to interpret the model examined in this article.
For the flow field there are many complications. In this study they have been eliminated by ignoring the flow, though it would be relatively straightforward to introduce a convective portant:
increase it to form more soot. decrease it to produce less soot. Kent et a[. [9] , with their Wolfhard-Parker burner, found that the soot particulates are generated very close to the reaction zone. that the soot formation rate has its peak values about 2-3 mm from the reaction zone on the fuel side, that the soot volume fraction and particle diameter profiles peak at about 5 mm on the fuel side of the T-peak, that near the flame base the soot formation rate becomes negative (oxidation), and that the soot particulates can be convected through the DF. They also find that depends strongly on k, increasing by a factor of 10 when k increases only by a factor of 2.5.
They also note that k is actually a function of Z and time t, and that k decreases as t increases, because "'young" soot has a higher surface growth rate than "'old" soot. where the condition T = T, puts an end to the region Hzz > 0. In either case. Hzz should approach zero with a nonzero slope. This is qualitatively identical to what we have already done in Fig. 2. 
